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n the decade following World War II,

the rising military and political

power of the Communist-led Soviet

Union triggered a political backlash

in the United States. Its proponents

attempted to contain the Soviet Union

abroad and eliminate Communism at home.

Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin is

the best known of those who pushed ethical

and constitutional boundaries to weed out

the “Red Menace.”1 Pittsburgh politicians of

McCarthy’s persuasion found a leader in

Allegheny County Court of Common Pleas

Judge Michael Musmanno, who was also a

candidate for lieutenant governor. Using his

position of prominence on the court and as

an endorsed candidate of the Democratic

Party, Musmanno orchestrated an anti-

Communist campaign that had as its

centerpiece the arrest, trial, and conviction

of local Communist Party leader Steve

Nelson on charges of sedition. The

campaign was waged with such zeal that

some historians view Pittsburgh as “the

violent epicenter of the anti-Communist

eruption in post-WWII America.”2 The trial

was covered in books by both Nelson and

Musmanno, but transcripts quoted here

allow us to see the words of all the major

players together, and to delineate the course

of the defense and the prosecution.3
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Judge Musmanno and Matt Cvetic read a letter from

Moscow delivered to the Pittsburgh Communist Party

headquarters, September 1, 1950. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

Nelson was born Stjepan Mesaros in

Croatia, where he and his family lived in a

semi-feudal society dominated by wealthy

landowners and the oppressive bureaucracy of

the pre-WWI Austro-Hungarian Empire.

After the war, his family emigrated to the

United States and settled in Philadelphia,

where young Nelson embraced the

Communist doctrine while working as a

manual laborer. By the time of his Pittsburgh

trial, long years of service in the Communist

Party had inured him to the treatment that

early 20th-century America could inflict upon

political radicals. As a foot soldier for the

Party, he organized unions in East Pittsburgh,

Nelson andMusmanno traveled different

paths to their meeting place in the Allegheny

County courtroom of Judge Harry

Montgomery in 1950. Both came from

humble origins and viewed themselves as

champions of the working person, but they

were at opposite ends of the political

spectrum. Musmanno, whose father worked

as a coal miner, trained as a lawyer in his

youth and embraced conservative values as he

matured—his writings indicate that his anti-

Communist sentiment stemmed from his

sympathies for Fascist Italy, where he studied

law as a young man. He gained respect and

political support in the community,

particularly from organized labor, veterans’

groups, Catholics, and Italian Americans by

engaging in a number of positive social

actions. These included service as an

infantryman in WWI, on the legal staff

defending Sacco and Vanzetti (Italian

anarchists accused and later convicted of

murder), as a member of the state legislature

to eliminate the Coal and Iron Police (private

police forces used to break strikes and

suppress union activity, particularly in the

Pennsylvania coal fields), as a naval officer in

WWII, on a panel overseeing the repatriation

of Soviet refugees after the war, and as a judge

at the Nuremberg Trials.4
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on Pittsburgh’s North Side, in the coalfields of

southern Illinois, in the anthracite coal

districts of Pennsylvania, and in the San

Francisco Bay area. On several occasions his

organizing efforts were met with harassment,

beatings, arrests, and imprisonment. In 1948,

when Nelson arrived in Pittsburgh, he stood

as a seasoned and respected member of the

Party’s national board who had studied in the

Soviet Union, acted as a courier for Moscow,

and fought against Franco’s Fascist forces in

the Spanish Civil War.5 He knew Pittsburgh’s

reputation as an anti-labor, anti-radical town,

and had no delusions about the difficulty of

his assigned task, which was to expand the

membership and influence of the Party in

Western Pennsylvania.

But even such a veteran organizer as

Nelson must have been unprepared for

Pittsburgh’s hostile environment. The

Pittsburgh Press marked Nelson’s arrival in the

city with editorial greetings that labeled him

“the inspector general for the Soviet

underground.”6 Members of various fraternal

organizations disrupted Party meetings, while

local and federal law enforcement agencies

harassed individual party members,

particularly immigrants

who received threats

of deportation by the

Immigration and

Naturalization Service.7

Around this same

time, a newly-formed

organization called

Americans Battling

Communism (ABC)

petitioned the State

legislature to outlaw

the Communist Party

and imprison its

leaders. (Musmanno

and trial judge Montgomery were both

associated with this group.) The Party was

thrown into disarray when more than 100 of

its members, along with some family members

and sympathizers, were dismissed from their

jobs after Pittsburgh newspapers revealed their

names in March 1950. Nelson commented on

the devastating impact these tactics had on the

local organization:
[They] persuaded many people to pack

it in and get out of town.... And as they

left and others stopped coming to

meetings, we were left to try to keep
Judge Musmanno (center) and Matt Cvetic (right) with seized Communist literature.
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things together, but it became more and

more difficult.8

It was an era where the government

prosecuted Communist leaders, and where

hearings led by Senator McCarthy questioned

the patriotism of many prominent artists,

musicians, actors, and actresses, blacklisting

them because of their affiliation with the

Communist party, sometimes without any

evidence. In Pittsburgh, a teacher, a

symphony musician, and many others lost

their jobs because of real or imagined

associations with the Party. Some were

refused credit in local stores, dismissed from

unions, or denied welfare checks. Communist

Party members were physically attacked at a

North Side meeting by members of ABC.9

Judge Musmanno played a key role in this

campaign against the Communist Party. Using

his high profile as a county judge and

candidate for Pennsylvania Attorney General,

he helped organize ABC into a coalition of

labor, veterans, and religious groups that held

counter-demonstrations at Party rallies and

meetings. With the support of ABC he

launched a series of direct assaults on

Communist Party members as well. The first

took place on March 7, 1950, when, in his

capacity as a judge on the Court of Common

Pleas, he barred Communist Party member

Alice Roth from a seat on the Allegheny

County Grand Jury.10 A short time later,

Musmanno chastised Communist Party

official Andy Onda when he came to court for

an order to release his automobile impounded

because it carried Communist Party

literature.11 In a press release issued prior to his

popular weekly radio program, Musmanno

bragged about these actions and condemned

the Communist presence in the U.S.:
The local jurist declared, even after he

was rebuked by the Supreme Court that

he would repeat such action if the occa-

sion demanded…. “These men are ene-

mies of the United States,” Musmanno

said, “and it is unjust that they should be

free to spread their poison while our

boys in Korea are dying for the ideals

that these Communists are attacking.”

Musmanno vowed to introduce

legislation that would deport alien

Communist Party members and imprison

those who were citizens.12 It is likely that the

notoriety gained from such actions helped

Musmanno win the Democratic Party’s

endorsement for lieutenant governor and gave

him statewide publicity, a critical factor in his

victory in the May 1950 Democratic primary.13

Impatient with what he saw as the federal

government’s failure to take action against local

Communists,Musmanno tookmatters into his

own hands.14 Focusing on the Party’s

leadership, he filed state sedition charges

against Steve Nelson and two of his associates,

Andy Onda and Jim Dolsen—all of whom

were arrested on August 31, 1950. Their

indictment listed 12 charges accusing them of

providing printed materials to members of the

public with the intent of instigating acts of

violence against the government of

Pennsylvania. It also listed books and

pamphlets confiscated at Communist Party

headquarters by Judge Musmanno in which, it

was alleged, there were specific passages

designed to promote violence against the

state.15 Musmanno maintained that his actions

against Nelson were taken as a private citizen,

not as an officer of the court, but his actions did

receive local and national publicity because of

his legislative position. In fact, on October 16,

1950, Newsweek carried a story about

Musmanno’s raids on the Communist Party

office on Grant Street in Pittsburgh. It quoted

the judge as stating that the evidence collected

there proved “the Communist Party is an arm

of the Soviet government.”

Arraignment of the three men took place

in October, and all were held for trial on

January 8, 1951. John T. McTernan, a left-

wing attorney from California, handled their

defense. Attorney Loran Lewis represented

Allegheny County.16 In May, with the trial still

Judge Musmanno, second from right, supervises as literature is removed from the Pittsburgh office of

the Communist Party, October 3, 1950. McKeesport Daily News.
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in progress, Nelson

sustained a severe leg injury

in an automobile accident

while in Philadelphia. When

an investigation by officers

of the court determined that

Nelson could not return to

Pittsburgh, he was dropped

from the trial, and

provisions were made to

begin anew after his

recuperation.17

A number of important

developments took place

during Nelson’s nine-month

period of recovery. First,

officials indicted him for

violation of the Smith Act, a federal law that

made it a criminal offense to advocate the

desirability or propriety of overthrowing the

government of the United States. Second, on

August 30, 1951, his fellow defendants in the

trial, Onda and Dolsen, were found guilty and

sentenced to 20-year prison terms. Third,

Judge Musmanno, who lost his bid to become

lieutenant governor of Pennsylvania, initiated

a campaign to win a seat on the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court. As part of this effort,

Musmanno made a widely publicized trip

to New York and Philadelphia where he

visited Communist Party offices, overtly

seeking seditious material in much the same

way he had done in Pittsburgh. He also

garnered public recognition by testifying for

31 days in the Onda-Dolsen trial as a main

prosecution witness, and by holding radical

attorney Hymen Schlesinger in contempt

when he refused to answer questions about

his political beliefs. Musmanno did win a seat

on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in

November 1951, and early the next year he

testified at Nelson’s trial as a Supreme Court

justice-elect.18

Nelson, on the other hand, was left in the

unenviable position of going to trial in a city

where the increasing fear of Communism

jeopardized his family’s safety and

undermined the integrity of his trial. A

relative of a soldier killed in Korea even made

an attempt on Nelson’s life just before the

trial. The inflammatory nature of the city’s

anti-Communist campaign can be seen in

this excerpt from a Musmanno press release

dated August 31, 1950:
Many Communists are seeking to steal

the secrets of our most advanced atomic

research. If Russia ever drops the atomic

bomb into our

midst that bomb

will have been

made from the for-

mula stolen by the

Communists in

America…. What

we should do is

restrain these trai-

tors and not wait

until they have

actually betrayed

our Country into

the hands of the

ghastly, Godless

Communist forces

pledged to destroy

our form of life.19

On another occa-

sion an unknown

assailant shot a bullet

through the Nelsons’

Hill District home.His

children were harassed

at school, and his son

was denied member-

ship in the Boy

Scouts.20 Later, local

newspapers made no

attempt to provide

objective coverage of

the Communist

leader’s trial: articles

referred to Nelson as the “Commie Boss” or the

“Red Boss,” conjuring a thuggish image.

Headlines, such as one announcing Pittsburgh

as the “No. 1 Sabotage Target for Reds,” did

nothing to allay the public’s growing fears.21

Objectivity also suffered when Matt Cvetic, an

FBI informant and one of the prosecution’s

main witnesses,22 testified that Nelson had

plotted “the ultimate liquidation of one third

of the population of the United States.”23

During the trials, Cvetic’s story came before

the public on the radio, in magazines, and

(amazingly) in a Warner Brothers film,

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 1, 1950.



I Was a Communist for the FBI, which

depicted Nelson as a murderer and Cvetic as a

courageous patriot who sacrificed his and his

family’s well being acting as an undercover

agent. PittsburghMayor David Lawrence per-

sonally greeted Cvetic, and the city honored

him with a parade for the film’s Pittsburgh

premier on August 17, 1951.24

Few attorneys stepped forward to defend

Nelson in such a political atmosphere. He

requested a delay until proper representation

could be found, but unwilling to postpone

the trial, Judge Montgomery supplied Nelson

with a list of possible candidates. Of these,

Nelson deemed several incompetent, and

those who were capable refused to serve when

Judge Montgomery denied them adequate

preparation time. Thus, Nelson acted as his

own attorney throughout the trial, which

began jury selection on December 19, 1951.25

To accelerate the process, Montgomery

limited Nelson’s examination of the jurors to

10 written questions. Of course, Nelson was

particularly concerned about identifying and

dismissing those who might be troubled by

his Communist Party membership or by the

Party’s opposition to the Korean War, a war

which Communists maintained was waged by

the United States to stifle the struggle of the

Korean and other Asian people for

independence fromWestern imperialism. Yet,

unable to question the panel members

directly, Nelson saw the jury seated in a few
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hours. In keeping with the media blitz

surrounding the trial, the names of the

jurors—four women, eight men, and two

alternates, a man and a woman—were

published in The Pittsburgh Press on

December 19, 1951.

Assistant District Attorney William

Cercone, Judge Musmanno’s nephew, opened

the prosecution’s case by characterizing

Nelson as a resourceful and arrogant leader

whose activities threatened the foundation of

the American way of life. He assured the

jurors that criticism of the government, no

matter how caustic and severe, was

permissible if expressed in the true American

way, but the Pennsylvania Sedition law

prohibited criticism that “held up the

American government and the American

people to hatred and contempt” and

advocated “the overthrow of this government

by force and violence.” Cercone sought to

show that Nelson had crossed the line—

broken the law—by distributing literature

designed to incite violent revolution and by

preparing to implement violent revolution

with a lifetime of spying and espionage,

training and practice. He based his proof on

the testimony of five main witnesses. These

witnesses were Judge Musmanno, who

provided facts about the revolutionary nature

of the literature acquired at the Party’s office,

and four ex-Communists who had served

with Nelson over a long span of years.26

Nelson raised many objections during

Cercone’s opening remarks and created such

confusion that Judge Montgomery gave

this warning:
Mr. Nelson I told that you may make

any objection that you want to make at

the conclusion of the remarks. And if

you don’t obey the order of this court, I

will have to take other action concern-

ing it. Now be seated.27

One objection focused on Cercone’s

claim that he would show that Nelson had

passed atomic weapons secrets to Soviet

agents. Nelson commented that if there were
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Steve Nelson after his arrest on sedition charges, September 7, 1950. Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph.
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any truth to the accusation, the FBI would

have arrested him long before the trial. He

continued in this manner, implying that the

trial was engineered to further the political

careers of Musmanno and his nephew,

William Cercone:
Your Honor, is this court going to per-

mit these kinds of prejudicial remarks to

be made … I must ask? I don’t know

what to do your honor.... He [Cercone]

has a political stake in this. He wants to

be another judge here. [In the Allegheny

County Court system.]28

The prosecution’s29 first witness, Judge

Musmanno, focused his lengthy testimony on

the violent features of Marxist doctrine,

highlighting its call for a class struggle that

culminated in violent revolution—this based

on excerpts from hundreds of books,

pamphlets, and newspapers that were

introduced as evidence. Nelson again voiced

objections, insisting that a trial judging what a

person read violated the First Amendment. He

was overruled.

During cross-examination, Nelson

sought to depict Musmanno as having run

amok in his zeal to win state political office.

He attempted to discredit the judge by

pointing out, as he did in the following

exchange regarding grand juror Alice Roth,

that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court

deemed many of his anti-Communist actions

unconstitutional:
Nelson: It is true, is it not Mr. Musman-

no, that the Supreme Court ruled that

you were wrong in the manner in which

you denied this lady her constitutional

rights?

Musmanno: The Supreme Court

reversed my decision, and that happens

in other instances.…

Nelson: All right, you have answered

the question.

Musmanno: I have been reversed in

other instances. I don’t think there is

a judge in the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania....

Nelson: All right. You have answered

the question.

The four remaining prosecution

witnesses gave testimony that associated

Nelson with secretly planning acts of

sabotage. Matt Cvetic described Nelson’s

efforts to infiltrate the steel industry. He

commented on Nelson’s use of the term

“enemy” when referring to the United States,

and the Communist leader’s joy upon hearing

that the Soviet Union had exploded its first

atomic bomb.31

Ex-communist Paul Crouch added that,

while teaching in Oakland, California, Nelson

prepared students to bring about the military

defeat of the United States. He also stated that

Nelson attended a series of meetings during

which plans for promoting labor strikes

throughout the United States were

discussed.32 The two remaining prosecution

witnesses, Charles White and Leonard

Musmanno: I don't think there is a

judge in the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania that at some time has not been

reversed by the Supreme Court, begging

the pardon of the presiding judge in

this case.

Nelson: May I appeal to the court that

this witness not have any more

right than I?

The Court:You have asked the question,

and he is justified in stating his

explanation.30

Nelson also tried to discredit the

proceedings by questioning Musmanno

about his role in appointing Judge

Montgomery to hear the case. Nelson

maintained that, as administrative judge for

the Court of Common Pleas, Musmanno had

handpicked a fellow ABC member who

would ensure conviction. Musmanno flatly

denied the charge.

Titled “The Judicial Bull,” this political cartoon by Hungerford ran in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on June 6, 1950.
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violence to achieve its ends. He also indicated

that he would show that he had dedicated his

life to improving the lot of America’s working

class in a non-violent manner.

Nelson called only three witnesses, the

first Herbert Aptheker, a Columbia University

Ph.D., who was an author for and editor of

Masses and Mainstream, a radical cultural

magazine. Under Nelson’s direction,

Aptheker attempted to reshape the jury’s

understanding of Musmanno’s testimony by

demonstrating the difference between the

radical bravado of Party literature and its

practical efforts to achieve objectives by

peaceful means.37 The next witness, Herman

Sayer, an employee of Carnegie Library,

supported Apthecker’s conclusions by

reporting that all of the works cited by Judge

Musmanno were screened by a special library

committee, deemed harmless, and placed on

the shelves of the library for the use of any

citizen.38 Nelson’s next witness was Ben

Careathers, a veteran Communist from the

Pittsburgh area. Using various Communist

pamphlets, he outlined Party efforts to

improve the lot of working men and women

by using established political and

organizational methods. He testified that

Nelson had never advocated overthrowing

the government. Careathers, an African

American, sought to establish the progressive,

humanitarian credentials of the Party by

relating its efforts to win social and political

justice for Blacks in Pittsburgh.39

Nelson’s rambling summation runs

more than 200 pages. It includes discourses

on elements of history, economics, politics,

and Marxist theory that had bearing on the

case. The summary also reviewed what he

labeled as the prosecution’s biased and

conspiratorial methods, its prejudicial

statements, and its failure to isolate the jury

from the corrupted atmosphere surrounding

the trial—all issues that Nelson pointed to as

grounds for an appeal. Nelson returned to his

thought-control theme, telling the jurors that

Patterson, told of attending the Lenin School

in Moscow with Nelson. White testified that

they received training in the use of weapons

and the techniques of sabotage, and that

Pittsburgh was a prime target for Soviet

espionage. Patterson added that after he left

Moscow, Nelson remained behind for special

espionage training.33

During cross-examination, Nelson

elicited testimony from the ex-Communists,

who were paid for their testimony, designed to

mark them as mercenaries who would say

anything for a price. He used such terms as

“Mr. Stool Pigeon,” and “strike-breaker” to

characterize Crouch, and pointed out that

since he had been dismissed from the Party for

excessive drinking, Crouch’s testimony might

be tainted by an effort to get revenge.34 Nelson,

however, focused much of his effort on Cvetic.

When Cvetic admitted that he had made

public the names of a number of Pittsburgh

Communists who lost their jobs, Nelson—

keeping with the inflated

tone of the trial—asked

if he was “paid by the

head” for his work. He

also referred to Cvetic’s

income from media

appearances as “blood

money.”35 In addition,

Nelson maintained that

much of Crouch,

Patterson, and White’s

testimony dealt with

events that took place 20

years prior to the trial

and should be ignored

because the events were

outside the

scope of the

s e d i t i o n

indictment.

elson opened his defense

with the contention that

the freedom to think and

to read what one wished

was at stake in his trial. He told the jurors that

no country in the world except Nazi Germany,

Imperialist Japan, and Fascist countries like

Italy and Spain had banned the books that

were being used as evidence against him. He

added that his trial was the first time in the

history of the country that jurors were asked

to decide what “you learnt or what you

believed in as a result of reading those books.”

He continued stating:
So, ladies and gentlemen, I am going to

show that this is a “thought control”

trial ... that the people in the future will

be ashamed to look down if this stigma

or this type of thing continues.36

Nelson promised the jury that he would

demonstrate that the prosecution’s witnesses

had exaggerated both the violent aspects of

Communist theory and the Party’s desire to use

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, September 29, 1950.

nn
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a guilty verdict would lead to witch hunting

and the burning of books. He warned:
Next thing they are going to do is follow

a system of card filing. “Let me know

when that book comes out so we can

send somebody to follow him, see where

he lives.” That’s a hysteria, a witch-hunt

that this country should not allow.40

Nelson tried to convince the jurors that

he was a working person, one of them, and

that Socialism would create a better world by

insuring that the profits monopolized by a

few would one day be shared by all. Nelson

explained that to advocate such change had

always been permitted in the United States,

but, he continued:
Now they want to shut that off; they want

to shut the idea off that change is

inevitable, that we can establish the broth-

erhood of man on earth—they want to

stop that. That’s the horrible thing that

they bring to you and they say is socialism.

I say that is different. It’s the thing that is

coming and no force on earth can stop

it—no force on earth can stop it.41

He went on to stress the non-violent nature of

the Communist Party program, telling the

jury,“The Communist Party is a working class

party that won ‘by force of logic, not by

infiltration or being spies or saboteurs.’”42 He

explained that many Party members kept their

memberships secret in fear of reprisals from

their employers. Nelson reminded the jurors

that most of the prosecution’s case was based

on events that “if they happened at all” were

no longer viable under provisions of the

statute of limitations. Nelson made a plea for

fairness, asking the jurors not to be

intimidated by the presence of a 13th juror.

This juror, he said, was “bigotry, bias,

prejudice—the boss for whom you work who

may breathe down your neck.”43

He closed by reminding the jurors that

his life and the life of his family lay in their

hands and that,“the bigger issue even than my

life itself is the Bill of Rights and American

Democracy, the right to think, the right to

read what you want, the right to speak.”44

Cercone’s lengthy summation reviewed

in great detail the testimony of each witness.

He stressed that freedom of speech was not

absolute, relating the commonly used

example that “A person can’t yell fire with

impunity in a crowded theater.” He continued

explaining that the government has a right to

protect itself and asked the jury,“Shouldn’t we

guarantee the safety of the government?” In

response to Nelson’s claim that Communist

literature was harmless because it could be

found in any library, Cercone stated:
A man on trial for using a pistol can’t

say [as a defense] you can buy one in any

hardware store.45

Cercone pointed out that the law made no

prohibition on reading books, but it was the

purpose for which the books were used that

made them dangerous.Although not stated, the

implication was clear: the books in question

were just as much a weapon and just as much a

threat to public safety and the integrity of the

government as a gun or a bomb.46

Judge Montgomery’s charge to the jury

gave Nelson little hope for acquittal. The

judge echoed Cercone’s admonition that the

government had the right to protect itself

against violent revolution. Reform by

peaceful means, Montgomery told the jurors,

was an inalienable right, but he maintained,

such reform“must be done in a peaceful way.”

He advised the jury that it was their task to

determine if Nelson meant to “work outside

the existing constitutional machinery” and

use criminal acts to bring about change.

Changing the government by violent means,

he said, was not reform—it was capturing or

overthrowing the government. Montgomery

also advised the jurors that an oversight had

allowed a convicted felon, Ben Careathers, to

testify. Since it was too late to strike his

testimony from the record, the judge advised

the jurors to weigh the testimony of this

“convicted perjurer” very carefully.47

The jury deliberated for two days, giving

Nelson hope that he might be acquitted. His

optimism was misplaced, however, for the

jury pronounced him guilty on all counts

January 31, 1952. Nelson remained free while

an appeal for a new trial went before the

Pennsylvania Superior Court, based upon the

motions raised before and during his trial. He

found no solace in the court’s decision,

handed down on June 26. It denied all of

Nelson’s motions for a new trial, concluding

that the Smith Act (a federal sedition law) did

not place him in double jeopardy; that

prohibiting the distribution of printed

materials advocating acts of violence against

the government did not deny free speech; that

JudgeMontgomery’s membership in ABC did

not prejudice his treatment of the defendant;

that the Court’s denial of a change of venue

was reasonable; and that prejudicial

statements made against the defendant were

provoked by the defendant and, therefore, not

grounds for a new trial.48

Since this decision temporarily cleared

all questions related to Nelson’s guilt, he was

taken to the Allegheny County Workhouse to

serve his sentence, much of it in solitary and

special confinement. However, provisions

were made for an appeal before the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which

overturned Nelson’s conviction, finding that

federal authority superseded that of the

state’s in matters of sedition.49 The

Pennsylvania Court’s decision was appealed

to the United States Supreme Court. While

the appeal was under consideration, Nelson

was released from prison in the spring of

1953 to stand trial in federal court for

violation of the Smith Act. He was found

guilty and given a five-year sentence, but he

was released on bail while the decision was

appealed. At this point Nelson commented

that, “we entered a sustained period of legal

limbo while the higher courts took up the

Sedition and the Smith Act cases.”50

As Nelson’s legal entanglements dragged

on, the culture around him was changing. The

United States was heading into a new liberally
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active period that would address civil rights,

women’s rights, love-ins, and peace. Senator

McCarthy was censored in 1954 for his

inaccurate and heightened accusations against

suspected Communists. In April 1956, the

United States Supreme Court, gaining power

under progressive Chief Justice Earl Warren,

threw out Nelson’s conviction under the

Smith Act when the government admitted

that the key witness in the case, Joseph

Mazzei, a Pittsburgher, was not a reliable

witness, having perjured himself in several

different trials. The Court had earlier in the

year overruled Nelson’s conviction for

violation of Pennsylvania’s sedition law on the

grounds that the federal government had

jurisdiction in such matters. Thus, the use of

perjured testimony by the federal government

and Musmanno’s plan to imprison Nelson for

a sustained period of time had failed.

In his biography, Steve Nelson, American

Radical, Nelson called his ordeal a six-year

roller coaster ride that constituted the

toughest years of his and his family’s life.

Nelson moved with his family to New York

City in 1957. After a long political struggle for

reform, he resigned from the Party,

disillusioned by Stalin’s atrocities and the

failure of the Party to liberalize its program

by detaching itself from Soviet influence and

entering the mainstream of American

political activity. Nelson believed that the

relative prosperity and freedom of American

workers made radical political action

irrelevant and unnecessary here. He

maintained that conditions in the United

States required the Party to use more

conventional political tactics, and he

confessed that the Party had failed to take

into account “our lack of roots in American

soil” and the “importance of American

Democracy.”51 Nelson worked in New York

City as a stage carpenter for a number of

years and lived in retirement on Cape Cod

until his death in 1993. Despite resigning

from the Party, he never gave up hope that

Communism’s promise of economic and

social justice, and “the brotherhood of man”

would some day be fulfilled.

It is true that Nelson prevailed, but his

victory was personal and narrow, based on

legal technicalities instead of principles

associated with free speech or free political

association. But in a 1957 case, Yates v.

United States, the Supreme Court ruled

unconstitutional the Smith Act convictions

of numerous party leaders, drawing a

distinction between advocacy of an idea for

incitement as opposed to the teaching of an

idea as a concept, a distinction that Nelson

attempted to make during his Pittsburgh

sedition trial. Despite these victories, the

attack on American Communists had

achieved its objective: the Party lay

discredited and silenced, its members social

and political outcasts. Few had the courage

to challenge the phalanx of repressive

agencies and measures that had stifled

dissent. One who did—James B. Drew, Chief

Justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court—characterized much that was done

in the fight against Communism when he

wrote these words in a ruling that overturned

Judge Musmanno’s contempt citation against

Hymen Schlesinger, a Pittsburgh attorney

who advised Nelson during his trial and

defended a number of Communists:
What the judge has done in his zeal

against Communism is to employ the

detestable method employed by the

Communists themselves in arbitrary

and unjudicial proceedings contrary to

all our cherished traditions of law and

legal procedure.52

There were varied consequences for

those who led Pittsburgh’s anti-Communist

movement and sought Steve Nelson’s

conviction. Prosecution witnesses Paul

Crouch and Matt Cvetic fell out of favor with

the FBI and the INS after providing

conflicting and unreliable testimony in a

number of cases. Cvetic’s final days were

troubled by alcoholism and psychological

problems.53 All the other major players in the

Nelson drama prospered. Musmanno,

Montgomery, Cercone, Lewis, and a number

of others on the periphery of the proceedings

easily won seats on Allegheny County or

Pennsylvania State courts. Their decisions

influenced the life of the community for

many years after the sound and fury they

created around Steve Nelson’s sedition trial

were forgotten.54
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